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Thanks Santa. Like every year you made many children happy. Many will be wondering how you
can make all these toys and to deliver them on time to all the children of the world. A British
researcher has tried to give an explanation using the theory of relativity. Only one coming from the
future would be able to travel at the speed of light. You are magical, in fact, not because you are
from the future, but because you were able to do what we can only imagine:  you have digitized
and automated your world.

Digitization - You could not otherwise get so many letters on time (which mostly start being sent
from November onwards) and fulfil all orders. You have certainly optimized the postal delivery
system, and the reading process by digitalizing it.

Big Data - You have certainly created a profile for each child that you update throughout the year
by  monitoring  their  communications  and  online  activities.  Luckily  for  you,  neither  the  EU
Commission nor any Data Protection Authority will ever come after you. But be careful, you never
know with these folks, a privacy officer may serve you soon.

Automation -  You  obviously  automated  the  toy  production  process,  now  it's  all  handled  by
machines otherwise you may not meet all the requests (increasingly demanding) by all children
around the world.

Work-School-Work -  The  Gnomes  are  converted,  by  the  manual  labor  of  yesterday  to  the
programming of the machines that have replaced them.  No one has lost their jobs, they have
returned to school to learn the skills which are for the new jobs of tomorrow. They are the ones
who have helped you to rethink your organizational processes.

Smart - Your village is smart. Maybe even the sleds are self-driving. They learn the best routes to
deliver packages on time. The reindeers are better than drones.

My dear Santa Claus, you managed in the challenge to develop industrial policies that have allowed
you  to automate and digitalize,  to carry out new education and vocational  programs,  and
guarantee a consistent welfare for your gnomes when the machines have arrived. The Germans
have learned from you.  No coincidence that  your village  is  in  the  north,  between Finland,
Norway and Sweden, where innovation grows strongly. You did not choose Italy for your village,
despite - according to your ancient and mysterious history - you have Italian roots. You, too, Father
Christmas, are gone. What can we do to get you back?


